The Emergence of Interdisciplinary Research in Cancer Diagnostics

Abstract
Cancer has been one of the leading causes of death globally for last few decades. Recently, it moved to the second position of this morbid chart. It was responsible for an astonishing 8.8 million deaths in 2015 claiming nearly 16% of all deaths according to a report published in 2017 by WHO. Due to its multi-faceted and not-so-well-understood origin, it has long been an elusive target for scientists and researchers around the globe. Even though cancer detection in its own right is an extremely crucial step for the treatment, but time is of essence here i.e. when it’s detected is very important as it dictates the scope of the treatment. Detecting cancer at an earlier stage always gives an extra advantage providing more options for finding better treatment. Reasonably so, it is of paramount importance to have early detection capability of any modern point-of-care cancer diagnostic system. Despite the very biological nature of cancer, it is now widely believed that the solution to bring a good detection tool may not lie within the traditional boundary of biology. As a result, in last few decades, there’s a tremendous efforts made around the globe to attempt the problem from a wide variety of perspectives. Due to this fact, a large number of interdisciplinary works has been initiated or done in past decade. In this brief review, the current status and recent past of interdisciplinary research in the field of cancer diagnostics is accounted, and the path of future cancer diagnostics will also be touched.
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Introduction
Cancer is the result of uncontrolled or poorly controlled proliferation of cells in an organism. It can be caused by wide varieties of reasons. The most prevalent causes of cancer are genetic mutation, inability to repair genes, and abnormal expression. These causes can be inherited or acquired or both over the life span of a host. For any disease to treat, the very first step is to detect its symptoms with reasonable confidence. Unfortunately, many cancer types go unnoticed for years until the host show noticeable symptoms and that makes it one of the most difficult physical conditions to detect. Due to this fact, cancer is often detected at the very later stage when the patients have very little or in many cases no options for treatment. That’s why it is extremely important to be able to detect cancer at an earlier stage. It can greatly increase the chances for successful treatment. Two major components of early detection of cancer play a pivotal role in cancer treatment- public awareness to promote early diagnosis and clinical screening. There are few ways that can lead to early diagnosis such as recognizing warning signs and taking prompt action. If the awareness of possible warning signs of cancer among the general public along with physicians, nurses and other healthcare can be increased, then it can have a great impact on the diagnosis and treatment of the disease. Lumps, sores that fail to heal, abnormal bleeding, persistent indigestion, and chronic hoarseness are some early signs of cancer. Cancer screening involves the use of simple tests in order to identify individuals who have it, but do not have symptoms yet.

The dictionary definition of a sensor is a device that detects or measures a physical quantity and records, indicates or otherwise responds to it. From broader perspective, biosensor or transducer is a device that converts the interaction between an analyte and an active element into a measurable signal. When tumor cells start over or under expressing any protein or other molecules, biosensors are the right tool to detect them at an early stage. The first biosensor dates back to 1962 when Professor Leland C. Clark explained the mechanism of an oxygen probe and how it can be used to detect a range of analytes that could be measured with it. At a Symposium in the New York Academy of Sciences, he described how to make a glucose sensor using the already developed oxygen sensor [1]. Since then, biosensors are being developed and used for a numerous molecules and biomarkers attributes that have strong correlation to the inception of a disease. Due to the multitudes of possibilities of biosensor, cancer researchers from various parts of the world quickly adopted this new method in cancer diagnostics. The primary steps involved in any biosensing are recognition of analyte, signal transduction, and readout. Biosensors offer exciting opportunities for numerous decentralized clinical applications due to their specificity, speed, portability, and low cost.

Interdisciplinary Work in Cancer Diagnosis
Since cancer can be caused due to a wide varieties of reasons, often its origin is not very well-understood. Ever since the very first malignant cells were detected from sputum in 1851, there...
has been a plethora of devices and techniques developed to detect cancer at early stage. Brief history of cancer diagnosis is shown in Figure 1. It covers the major breakthroughs that changed the course of cancer diagnosis and treatment over century.

Out of varieties of detection method, the most promising candidate is probably biosensor. It has entered the stage of cancer diagnosis due to the versatility of their usages, high sensitivity, and high specificity [2,3]. Based on signal transduction methods i.e. the process of translating the interaction between the analyte with the detection element, biosensors may be classified into six basic groups- optical, electrochemical, biomechanical, mass, magnetic, and thermal sensors [4]. Most biosensors will fall either one of these categories or any combination of them. The fundamental mechanism of these biosensors are not limited in the domain of biology. Obviously all of them require advanced knowledge of biology, but it doesn’t suffice to develop a biosensor without some interdisciplinary knowledge from electrical, chemical, or mechanical engineering. The part of the detection where engineering comes into play is the signal transduction. In the following sections, few of these interdisciplinary approaches of cancer detection will be briefly discussed.

Magnetic and optical

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) was possibly the first tumor biomarker that was identified and put into routine clinical use for screening and diagnosis of prostate cancer [5]. The diagnosis was done through microscope using the morphological differences between cancer and healthy cells. Engineered surface with selective ligand can be used to capture cancer cells and detect them using optical or fluorescent microscope [6]. Another major optical biosensing mechanism is surface plasma resonance (SPR). Springer et al. [7] reported a method for the detection of colorectal cancer specific antigen (CEA) using bio-functionalized gold nanoparticles [7]. A similar approach was adopted by Joshi et al. [8] to detect microRNA for pancreatic cancer detection. A femtomolar detection sensitivity was achieved exploiting the surface plasma resonance on the surface of gold nanoparticles [8]. Other nanostructures may also be used as the transduction medium [9]. Optical waveguide is another detection tool that has attained some attention lately [10,11]. Magnetic-optical approach has also been reported to detect breast cancer at early stage [13]. But in most cases, magnetic approach is usually complemented with another method to enhance detectability.

Electrochemical

Traditionally, electrochemical biosensors occupied the major share of the biosensors development due to their greater potential to provide simple, inexpensive and yet accurate and sensitive platform for disease diagnosis [2,14]. A number of promising electrochemical strategies have been performed for cancer biomarkers detection including voltammetric techniques, amperometric, and impedimetric. In a voltammetric setting, two or three electrode electrochemical cell systems together with a potentiostat are used to sense the transduction signal. This method is reportedly used to detect quite a few cancer biomarker with great sensitivity and specificity [15-18]. In an amperometric technique, the transduction happens through current measurement. Usually the performance of an amperometric sensor is heavily dependent on the electrode properties. The sensitivity of this type of sensor can go down to fM concentration of the analytes [20-23].

Biomechanical

A change in the mechanical properties of cells is often entailed by alterations in biological activities and transformation of cell states. Recently, cell stiffness/elasticity has been emerged as a marker for cellular phenotypic events and diseases. Lower stiffness is commonly reported in the malignant cancer cells than normal cells [23-26]. Cytoskeleton component, especially actin microstructure primarily determines the mechanical properties of a cell [27-29]. Out of several biomechanical approaches, micropipette aspiration, optical stretcher and atomic force microscopy are the main few that are widely used in cancer detection. The underlying principle is to apply mechanical force onto cell and measure the response to determine the exoskeleton stiffness. Usually some variants of modulus of elasticity are computed to compare cancer cells and healthy cells.
Mass and thermal

One of the earlier approaches to detect cancer is to use the mass of the biomarker. The surface of a piezoelectric resonator or a cantilever works as the active surface. The target is selectively attached to the resonator using a ligand (antibody or aptamer). The sensing signal is measured in terms of the resonance frequency of the piezoelectric crystal [30,31]. Thermal technique is probably the least sought approach in cancer detection. In many modalities, heat may be involved but rarely used as the actual transduction signal for the detection. However, there has been few studies that reportedly used the properties of heat transfer as the signal. Eersels et al. [33] studied the binding of cancer cell and functionalized surface using the heat transfer rate [33]. In recent studies, it has been found that stress hormones such as noradrenaline are involved in the initiation and progression of tumors [33,34]. A simple heat transfer method with synthetic receptors can be used to develop biosensor that is capable of detecting neoadrenaline like biomarkers [35].

Conclusion

Even after decades of cutting-edge research and investigation, cancer is still far from being a solved case. Synergistic efforts are continuously being made to bring knowledge from seemingly unrelated fields in order to develop novel detection method for cancers. So far, there has been tremendous progress made in the area of increasing awareness as well as the routine screening methods along with more and more efficient and effective diagnosis techniques, which directly impacts the life expectancy of cancer patients. Due to these newly adopted preventive and diagnostic measures, 70% of all children cancer patients are now cured. The life expectancy of cancer patient has been extended quite significantly over the last decade. Two out of three people in the United States are now living more than five years after their diagnosis [36,37]. The response rates to treatments across all cancer types have nearly doubled within the last decade alone. Despite the medical breakthroughs we have made so far, cancer is still claiming scores of lives annually across the globe. As we have already learned though large number of methods and approaches that we have tried so far that interdisciplinary research in cancer diagnosis holds great promise for the future of this field, it underscores the importance of continuing the stride in the same direction. Still there are many areas that are unexplored and waiting to be discovered. From the observed trend in the last few decades, it can be inferred that the scenario of cancer diagnosis will continue to be reshaped as we keep adopting more collaborative and holistic approach to tackle it. More interdisciplinary research and development will inevitably emerge out of this effort to resolve this century old health problem. The future of cancer diagnosis and treatment will largely be determined by how well we will be able to apply our synergistic expertise from multiple discipline.
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